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Abstract 

The world’s first computer-assisted formulaic language learning tool IdiomsTube was 

developed and launched in November 2018. This report presents the tool and reports on the 

findings of an experiment conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the tool for facilitating 

formulaic language learning through viewing YouTube videos. Sixty-seven local university 

students were randomly assigned to 5 groups to learn L2 English formulaic sequences through 

YouTube videos with the aid of IdiomsTube (Lin, in preparation). Knowledge gains in the one-

hour session were analysed in conjunction with subjects’ in-app behaviour (e.g. time on task, 

clicks on hyperlinks to dictionaries). Results indicate that L2 formulaic language knowledge 

gain was significantly higher when aided by IdiomsTube’s automatically generated learning 

tasks (i.e. glossary, glosses and cloze exercise) than when unaid. While videos and reading 

passages are equally conducive to L2 formulaic language learning, learners showed a clear 

preference for videos over reading as a source of L2 vocabulary input. 

Keywords: formulaic language, videos as L2 input, computer-assisted language learning 
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1 Introduction 

Formulaic sequences (FSs), defined as conventionalised sequences of two or more words, have 

been regarded as the last hurdle to nativelike proficiency in foreign language learning 

(Howarth, 1998; Spottl & McCarthy, 2003). Examples from everyday conversations, such as 

let’s hear it for… and you can say that again, are often misunderstood and misused by even 

advanced level learners. To improve FS competence, exposure to FS use in a range of authentic 

everyday communicative contexts is vital (Lin, 2012, 2014; Lin & Siyanova, 2014). Internet 

television and online videos can be an ideal resource for this purpose. 

Television and videos have long been one of the most preferred and used self-directed language 

learning strategies amongst the young generation (Bada & Okan, 2000; Chapple & Curtis, 

2000; Gieve & Clark, 2005). In the age of the internet, young people’s consumption and 

demand for videos has grown substantially. According to Hong Kong Census and Statistics 

Department (2011, 2012), 94.8% of local internet users aged 15-24 use the internet at least 

once a day; 88.2% of whom use it for online entertainment, including internet television and 

videos. Despite many hours of exposure, however, foreign language learning from internet 

television and videos has not been effective. This is due to the lack of guidance to draw 

learners’ attention to noteworthy language features in the videos and consolidate the knowledge 

gained. Consequently, the words and expressions encountered in the online videos are quickly 

forgotten. 

To tackle these problems, the world’s first computer-assisted FS learning tool IdiomsTube was 

developed and launched in November 2019. The tool brings together advances in second 

language vocabulary acquisition research and natural language processing technologies with 

the aim of turning YouTube videos—one of the favourite pastimes of today’s young people—

into the largest, sustainable self-directed English vocabulary resource. Among other functions, 
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the tool is able to detect noteworthy English vocabulary in the videos and automatically 

generate a range of learning activities to facilitate learning and memory of the vocabulary 

items. 

This paper presents the rationale and design of IdiomsTube and reports on the findings of an 

experiment conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the FS learning tool. The experiment 

addresses three questions: 

1) Can L2 FS acquisition from YouTube videos be enhanced by automatically-generated

learning tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary lookups and cloze)?

2) which input mode (video or reading) is more conducive to L2 FS acquisition?

3) What factors affect the success of computer-assisted acquisition of L2 FS from

YouTube videos?

2 Literature review 

2.1 FSs as key to the achievement of nativelike proficiency 

Formulaic sequences (FSs) are an umbrella term for conventionalised sequences of two or more 

words that form holistic functional, meaning and/or processing units. Common types of 

formulaic sequences include idioms (e.g. rain cats and dogs), speech formulae (e.g. for what 

it’s worth…, let’s hear it for…), sayings (e.g. let’s cross that bridge when we come to it), similes 

(e.g. white as a sheet), collocations (e.g. pop the question, make headway) and so on. There are 

tens of thousands of FSs in English (Pawley & Syder, 1982). These FSs are also prevalent—

they make up over 50% of the everyday speech and writing in the L1 (Erman and Warren, 

2000). 

Despite their importance in English communication, FSs are surprisingly difficult to even 

advanced level learners of English. Most learners seem unaware of the fact that there are 
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restrictions on how words can be combined in English. For example, they often use nice and 

easy, easy and nice and nice and fine interchangeably because they do not know that nice and 

easy is formulaic. Many are also unaware of the fact that while *best partner, *cheap cost and 

*precious chance are all grammatical and semantically unambiguous, the correct formulaic

usage should be ideal partner, low cost and excellent chance (Millar, 2011). As these examples 

illustrate, formulaicity is the result of habitual usage of L1 English speakers; it cannot be 

explained by grammar or any rules. 

To familiarise themselves with the habitual usage of L1 English speakers, learners obviously 

need to widen their exposure to English use in a diversity of communicative contexts, but even 

so, learning FSs can still be a challenge because FSs lack salience (Lin, 2012). First, learners 

may not notice when sequences of words (e.g. let’s hear it for… and you can say that again) 

form holistic units with special meanings on the page. There are no visual cues in the input to 

help learners notice the close connection between the constituent words; the constituent words 

are delineated by white spaces just like any other non-formulaic sequences (Carter, 1998). 

Second, FSs are often described as “deceptively transparent” (Martinez & Murphy, 2011; 

Martinez & Schmitt, 2012). Learners may wrongly assume that they know the meaning of FSs 

such as for what it’s worth (because they recognise the words what and worth) and, therefore, 

not bother to look up their idiomatic meanings in a dictionary. 

2.2 Solutions to the problem 

Across the world, language teaching experts are competing to solve the problem with FS 

learning. The main solution that has emerged involves enhancing the input through 

highlighting or glossing FSs so as to facilitate learners’ noticing (Bishop, 2004; Peters, 2012; 

Szudarski & Conklin, 2014; Wible, 2008). Bishop (2004) and Wible (2008), in particular, 

pioneered the use of computer technology to increase the salience of FSs in electronic written 
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texts. Bishop (2004) created a program that underlines, highlights and glosses FSs, whereas 

Wible (2008) developed a web browser plugin program that detects and lists FSs present in 

any webpage that the learner visits. The development of these computer tools was motivated 

by the growing body of evidence supporting the effectiveness of input enhancement for FS 

learning (Bishop, 2004; Peters, 2012; Szudarski & Conklin, 2014; Wible, 2008). In fact, Peters’ 

(2012) experiment indicates that it is input enhancement that leads to statistically significant 

gains in FS knowledge. Direct instruction, on the other hand, has no significant impact. 

While Bishop (2004) and Wible (2008) opened up a new avenue for using computer technology 

to promote FS learning, these first generation tools are inevitably limited. First, they cannot 

handle spoken language or videos, despite the fact that spoken input is more conducive to FS 

learning than written input (Lin, 2012). Second, the tools stop at the point of input enhancement 

and lack components for consolidating FS knowledge. As Szudarski and Conklin (2014) show, 

consolidation is vital if the exposure to the input is to produce a lasting FS knowledge gain. In 

their study, significant FS knowledge gain was recorded immediately after the exposure to 

highlighted FSs, but it disappeared in the 6-week delayed post-test. Third, the tools stop at the 

point of learning the form and semantics of the FSs and contribute little to the learning of 

deeper levels of FS knowledge, such as their pragmatics and phonology. 

3 IdiomsTube: The world’s first intelligent tool for facilitating FS learning from 

YouTube 

IdiomsTube (www.idiomstube.com) is a second generation computer-assisted FS learning tool. 

It is also the world’s first computer-assisted learning tool for facilitating the learning of FSs 

from YouTube videos (see Figure 1). It is unique in the sense that: 1) it enables FS learning 

from extensive exposure to internet media (i.e. YouTube) and 2) it offers a comprehensive and 

effective FS learning experience with a range of personalised and adaptive FS learning tasks 
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powered by an individualised FS learning profile database which stores each learner’s video 

preferences and learning histories. The project is pushing the boundaries of computer-assisted 

FS learning. 

IdiomsTube consists of two key components, namely automatic tasks generation and video 

recommendations, in addition to a range of features designed to provide a comprehensive and 

enjoyable FS learning experience such as gamification, bookmarks, revision flashcards, an-

idiom-a-day posts, IdiomsTube Facebook and Instagram, and IdiomsTube teacher’s interface. 

Figure 1 The homepage of IdiomsTube. Learners may use the search box to retrieve videos 
of any topics in real-time from YouTube. Alternatively, they can watch videos recommended 
by the system and their teachers 

3.1 Automatic tasks generation 

The automatic tasks generation component automatically generates meaningful learning tasks 

for any English user-captioned videos on YouTube. Learners may use the IdiomsTube search 

box to specify topics of personal interests (e.g. documentary, TEDtalk, baking) and the system 

will retrieve 50 most recent English user-captioned videos on the topics in real time from the 

YouTube website (see Figure 1). Once the learner has chosen the video to watch, the system 
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automatically detects the presence of noteworthy vocabulary items in the caption (see Figure 

3) and generate a range of learning tasks around the items (see Figure 4). These tasks were

designed to direct learners’ attention to noteworthy vocabulary items in the videos and 

progressively consolidate their memory of the form and usage of the items (see Figure 2). They 

include the pre-learning tasks, the knowledge consolidation tasks and the progress management 

tasks. 

Figure 2 The flow of learning tasks that learners need to complete on IdiomsTube 

The pre-learning tasks consist of 2 parts (i.e. FS glossary and dictionary lookup) which aim at 

drawing learners’ attention to the presence and meanings of noteworthy vocabulary items 

present in each video (see Figure 3) . Powered by a powerful dictionary, IdiomsTube is able to 

recognise 50,000 FSs present in YouTube videos. For every FS, the system generates FS 

glossaries with hyperlinks to reputable and free online dictionaries (e.g. 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/, http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/). With these pre-

learning activities, learners can be prompted to notice the FSs when watching the videos. Their 

comprehension of the video content may also be enhanced. 

Choose a 
video

View the 
glossary

look up 
definitions 

and 
examples

watch 
YoUTube 

video

complete 
tasks

check 
scores
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Figure 3 The video page showing a glossary of noteworthy FSs and hyperlinks to 
corresponding dictionary entries. Learners may watch YouTube videos of their choice on 
IdiomsTube. The tool automatically identifies noteworthy FSs in the video, generates a 
glossary with hyperlinks to the corresponding dictionary entries. Learners may also 
bookmark items in the glossary for later reference. Above the video window, IdiomsTube 
also provides estimates of a video’s difficulty level and speech rate. 

The consolidation tasks consist of 2 parts (i.e. cloze exercises and selected screen replay) which 

aim at raising learners’ awareness of the ways in which the vocabulary items were used in 

context and enhance their memory of the items’ phonological and orthographic forms (see 

Figure 4). The cloze exercises require learners to fill in a missing lexical word in the FSs 

embedded in the video’s original utterances. By so doing, learners can be drawn to analyse the 

FSs’ orthographic forms and their composition. The scene replays (evoked by a click on the 

Hint buttons), on the other hand, focus learners’ attention on the FSs’ specific contexts of use. 

Through re-viewing the scenes in which the FSs were used, learners’ attention will be driven 

to the pragmatics of the FSs, including the FSs’ formality, their context of use, the relationship 

between the interlocutors who use the FSs and the tone of voice appropriate for the FSs. 
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Figure 4 Automatically-generated cloze exercises. IdiomsTube automatically generates cloze 
exercises for raising learners’ awareness of the ways in which the noteworthy FSs were used 
in context in the video. Learners may click the Hint button to return to the exact scene in 
which the noteworthy FS was used. The multiple-choice questions are auto-marked. 

The revision tasks enable learners to monitor their FS learning progress easily (see Figures 5 

and 6) and go over their learning diaries (see Figure 7) and revision flashcards (see Figure 8) 

to address their needs/weaknesses. In the vocabulary diary, learners can see the full list of FSs 

encountered in previously watched videos and their mean score for each item as well as the 

items previously bookmarked. Then they have several options. They can view the concordance 

lines showing the FSs used in all previously watched videos and click the hyperlinks to replay 

the corresponding scenes (see Figure 7) or conduct revisions with the aid of the flashcards (see 

Figure 8). The content of the flashcards were computed based on the learner’s date of exposure 

to the items. According to the vocabulary acquisition research literature (e.g. Bahrick, Bahrick, 

Bahrick, & Bahrick, 1993; Bloom & Shuell, 1981; Reynolds & Glaser, 1964; see Ellis, 1995 

for a review), repeated practice/exposure to new vocabulary across a period of time produces 

significantly higher knowledge retention than massed practice/exposure. This spacing effect 
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has been described as “one of the most robust phenomena in experimental psychology” (Ellis, 

1995, p. 118) and “is too powerful for instructional programmes to ignore” (Ellis, 1995, p. 

120). Therefore, the tool’s individualised FS learning profile database monitors the dates on 

which each learner practises the new FSs. Informed by Bahrick et al.’s (1993) experimental 

findings, the tool targets 13 repetitions at 14-day intervals. In other words, FSs that learners 

have not encountered through videos or any of the tool’s learning activities in the past 14 days 

will be chosen as a system-selected exercise item. 

 

Figure 5 IdiomsTube automatically generates learning progress summary (the green and 
orange boxes in the top right corner) for facilitating learners’ easy management of their own 
learning progress. The tool also generates flashcards to aid learners’ self-revision. 
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Figure 6 Video history. Learners may see a list of previously watched videos, the FSs used 
in each video and their scores in each exercise 

Figure 7 A summary of noteworthy FSs learned. Learners may see how each FS learned 
was used in context in the previously watched videos 
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Figure 8 Revision flashcards. Every time a learner logs in, the system will automatically 
compile a stack of 10 flashcards for revision. Each flashcard reminds the learner of an FS 
learned from a previously watched video. The flip side of the card shows an example of how 
the FS was used in context in the video. 

 

Despite IdiomsTube’s sophistication underneath, it has a very simple and user-friendly 

interface (see Figure 1). Since the tool runs on the internet as a web-based application, it is 

compatible with any operating system (e.g. Windows, iOS, Android). Learners can run the tool 

via the web browser on personal computers or any internet-enabled mobile devices including 

smartphones and tablet computers. This ubiquity of access means that learners can enjoy self-

directed FS learning using the tool while on short breaks or on-the-go. Finally, because the tool 

does not require any download or storage of media from YouTube, it simplifies the 

technological processes and meets copyright requirements. 

3.2 Video recommendation 

The video recommendation component tackles the problem with video choice overload on the 

internet and assists EFL learners in finding comprehensible input among tens of millions of 

YouTube videos. The component provides automatic assessment of the difficulty level of all 

videos retrieved from YouTube in real time (see Figure 1) and instant video recommendations 

that match EFL learners’ English proficiency (see Figure 9). In addition to language difficulty-

based recommendations, the system also incorporates built-in community video 
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recommendations. Videos that are liked by EFL learners’ classmates, friends and teachers (see 

Figure 10) (see also Lin, in preparation, for further details about the design and functions of 

the app) would also appear on each learners’ unique videos selection page. 

Figure 9 Video recommendations by the system. Learners get instant video 
recommendations that match EFL learners’ English proficiency. 
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Figure 10 Teacher’s video recommendations. Teachers may recommend noteworthy 
YouTube videos to their classes via the IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface. See section 3.3 for 
information about the Teacher’s interface. 

3.3 Additional special  features 

To offer a comprehensive and enjoyable FS learning experience, IdiomsTube also incorporates 

a range of special enhancement features such as gamification (see Figure 10), idiom-of-the-

day posts (see Figure 12), IdiomsTube Facebook and Instagram, and IdiomsTube teacher’s 

interface (see Figures 13-18 and 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCQbU2C4L6AaigyxyGAyF4ryZgYuoVEEi). 
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Figure 11 Examples of gamification features. Learners get experience points for every video 
watched and every exercise attempted and can earn badges for their achievements. Learners 
can see their names on the World Leaderboard and the School Leaderboard. (Note: The 
system also gives learners the freedom to hide their names in the leaderboard)  

 

Figure 12 Idiom-of-the-day posts. Every time a learner logs in IdiomsTube, an illustrated 
idiom-of-the-day post pops up teaching learners the meaning and use of an English idiom. 
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Figure 13 IdiomsTube Teacher's interface 1. Teachers can organise all their classes using 
the IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 

 

Figure 14 IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 2. Teachers may see a summary of the whole 
class’ performance (including the number of videos watched and the number of FSs learned) 
and each student’s level of participation each week. 
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Figure 15 IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 3. Teachers may see a list of videos that the class 
has seen and how many students have seen each video. This piece of information may 
facilitate teacher’s classroom teaching preparation. 

 

Figure 16 IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 4. Teachers may see a list of FSs that the class 
has seen and how many students have seen the FSs. This piece of information may facilitate 
teacher’s classroom teaching preparation. 
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Figure 17 IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 5. Teachers may click to see individual student’s 
participation history including how many and which FSs have been learned through which 
video and the experience points the student has earned. 

Figure 18 IdiomsTube Teacher’s interface 6. Teachers may click to see individual student’s 
video search history to get an idea about what kind of video topics interests the student. This 
is useful information for teacher’s classroom teaching preparation. 
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4 Assessing the effectiveness of IdiomsTube for facilitating L2 FS acquisition 

To assess the effectiveness of IdiomsTube, a study was conducted in April and May 2019. In 

the study, the tool’s effectiveness was experimentally assessed by asking: 

1. whether L2 FS acquisition from YouTube videos will be higher when aided by 

IdiomsTube’s automatically generated tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary lookups and cloze) 

and  

2. whether L2 FS acquisition from video input is comparable with L2 FS acquisition from 

written (reading) input while keeping constant the type and amount of automatically 

generated aids to learners. 

Additionally, the study is also interested in exploring the factors affecting the success of 

computer-assisted L2 FS acquisition from YouTube videos. To what extent do three types of 

factors, namely learner characteristics (e.g. English vocabulary size), learner in-app behaviour 

(e.g. whether the learner has clicked the hyperlink showing the definition of an L2 FS) and task 

performance (e.g. time spent on task), contribute to success in computer-assisted L2 FS 

acquisition? 

4.1 Research questions 

The above aims of the study can be alternatively phrased as three research questions below: 

1. Can L2 formulaic sequence (FS) acquisition from YouTube videos be enhanced by 

automatically-generated awareness-raising tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary lookups and 

cloze)? 

2. Which input mode (video or reading) is more conducive to L2 FS acquisition? 

3. What factors affect the success of computer-assisted acquisition of L2 FS from YouTube 

videos? 
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Research question 1 allows us to determine whether L2 FS acquisition can be aided by 

IdiomsTube’s automatically generated exercises. If IdiomsTube is effective, subjects whose 

learning was aided by IdiomsTube will significantly outperform unaided subjects. 

Research question 2 allows us to determine whether L2 FS acquisition is more effectively 

learned through video or written input. In the second language vocabulary research literature, 

reading has always been promoted as the main vocabulary-building strategy. There is far more 

research exploring ways of promoting vocabulary learning through reading than through any 

other strategies (see Nunan, 2014). It is important, therefore, to see if videos (as learners’ most 

preferred and used self-directed language learning strategy) will facilitate L2 FS learning to 

the same extent as reading (as the most researched self-directed vocabulary learning strategy) 

given that intervening factors such as individual differences in language learning abilities, text 

factors and learning conditions have been controlled for. From a practical point of view, most 

educational resources today have been channelled towards supporting reading in English. If 

video input is found in this study to be as conducive to L2 FS acquisition as written input, there 

is empirical evidence and ground for increasing educational resources for supporting English 

learning through videos outside class, which, after all, is students’ most preferred way of 

learning English. 

By applying logistic regression modelling, research question 3 investigates the factors 

underlying success in computer-assisted L2 FS learning. In the second language vocabulary 

research literature, it is known that knowledge gains increase with involvement—the more 

cognitive effort a learner makes and the more engaged s/he is in the learning process, the more 

s/he learns (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). While IdiomsTube learning tasks were designed to 

maximise learners’ awareness of the form and use of L2 FSs in the videos, learners may vary 

in the ways that they engage with the learning tasks. For example, learners may choose to click 

the hyperlinks to dictionary entries or not. The purpose of this research question is to explore 
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how learner’s in-app choices may interact with other factors such as individual differences in 

language learning abilities, text factors and learning condition differences to affect success in 

L2 FS acquisition from viewing. 

5 Methodology 

5.1 Research design 

To answer all three research questions in one go, experimental data was collected using the 

following research design. In this design, subjects were divided into four experimental and one 

control groups (see   
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Table 1) and had their L2 FS knowledge measured pre and post treatment. Four experimental 

groups were needed so that the effects of order of presentation (i.e. video or written input first) 

and texts can be counterbalanced when comparing the effect of video versus reading input for 

L2 FS acquisition (i.e. research question 2) within-subject. While L2 FS acquisition by the four 

experimental groups was aided by the IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises, L2 FS 

acquisition by the control group was unaided by IdiomsTube automatically generated 

exercises. Control group subjects were asked to reflect on and write down what they had 

learned from the input on their own and were not given any of the IdiomsTube automatically 

generated tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary lookups and cloze) to aid their acquisition. 
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Table 1 The experimental design 

Group A B C D E 

Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental Control 
n=14 n=13 n=14 n=13 n=13 

Pre-test 

Part 1  

Glossary - 
Text 1 
reading 

Text 2 
video 

Text 1 
video 

Text 2 
reading 

Text 1 
video 

Summary task 
Text 1 
reading 

Text 2 
video 

Text 1 
video 

Text 2 
reading 

Text 1 
video 

Cloze exercise Self-reflection 
End-of-part survey 

Break 

Part 2  

Glossary 
Text 2 
video 

Text 1 
reading 

Text 2 
reading 

Text 1 
video 

Text 2 
video 

Summary task 
Text 2 
video 

Text 1 
reading 

Text 2 
reading 

Text 1 
video 

Text 2 
video 

Close exercise Self-reflection 
End-of-part survey 

Post-test 
Learning habit survey 

5.2 Material 

Two texts were chosen from existing, authentic YouTube videos as input in this study. They 

were chosen based on four criteria: 1) the videos contain English FSs that should be new to the 

subjects who are local university students; 2) the vocabulary of the videos is very easy so that 

comprehension would not be a problem; 3) the duration of the videos was comparable and 

under 5 minutes considering the attention span of language learners; and 4) the topics of the 

videos should be novel to minimise the effect of prior topic knowledge on learning and 

interesting to maintain the attention of young viewers. From among 20,000 videos recently 

posted on YouTube, two videos entitled “Why can’t I poop when I travel?” and “The most 
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devious cheat in Olympic Games history? | Strangest Moments” which satisfy all the above 

criteria were chosen. Both videos involve the use of 5 FSs that are likely to be new to local 

university students. These new FSs are stimuli in the study. 

The videos were then adapted to produce the video and reading input for the subjects. Videos 

1 and 2 were produced by editing out the closing credits and promotional talk at the end of 

“Why can’t I poop when I travel?”. This helped to balance the duration of both video texts. 

Reading texts 1 and 2 were produced by making minimal changes to the transcripts of the two 

video texts so that their style was consistent with all written passages. An example of the 

changes include removing pronouns whose reference are exophoric (see Appendices 1-4 for 

the reading texts and video transcripts). 

Table 2 Characteristics of the video and reading input 

Why can’t I poop when I travel? 
(text 1) 

The most devious cheat in Olympic 
Games history? | Strangest Moments 

(text 2) 
Video Reading Video Reading 

Length 3 min 46 sec/ 
590 words 477 words 3 min 46 sec/ 

518 words 479 words 

Speech rate 157wpm - 138 wpm - 

95% lexical 
coverage 5k 7k 4k 4k 

98% lexical 
coverage 9k 10k 8k 9k 

Number of 
embedded FS 
stimuli 

5 5 5 5 
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5.3 Tests 

5.3.1 Test of L2 FS knowledge 

The same 20-item multiple-choice test of FS knowledge was administered pre- and post-

treatment (see Appendix 5 for the test paper). The subject’s task is to choose which, of the 4 

options provided, is the meaning of the target item. To minimise the chance of guessing, the 

test instructions warn against guessing: subjects were advised to choose ‘I don’t know’ if they 

did not know the answer. Ten of the items test knowledge of the FS stimuli embedded in texts 

1 and 2. The remaining are foil items, whose results were excluded from the analysis. The test 

paper was used for screening respondents to our call-for-participants at the university campus. 

Respondents who took the pre-test and knew 2 out of 10 FS stimuli were excluded from the 

study. 

5.3.2 Test of English vocabulary size 

Nation and Beglar’s (2007) 140-item Vocabulary Size Test (VST) was used to assess subjects’ 

vocabulary size. The VST is a validated measure of receptive vocabulary size (Beglar, 2010). 

A participant begins with the first 1,000-word band and progresses from the second to the 

highest 14th 1,000-word band. The participant’s receptive vocabulary size is the highest 

frequency band s/he can reach (e.g. completion of the fifth 1,000-word band indicates a 

vocabulary size of 5,000 words). Each target vocabulary item is presented in a non-defining 

context and bolded (e.g. SOLILOQUY: That was an excellent soliloquy). The subject’s task is 

to choose which, of the 4 choices provided, is the meaning of the target word. The test paper 

was translated into Chinese by the PI for the purpose of this study (see Appendix 6). 
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5.4 Subjects 

One hundred and forty four local learners of English took the FS knowledge pre-test. These 

learners were all local university students aged 19-25 educated in local, non-international 

secondary schools, attended the HKDSE English Language examination and spoke Cantonese 

as their only native language (see Table 3). 

Sixty seven (46.5%, F: 51, M: 16, mean age 21.3) of the learners who knew no more than 2 of 

the 10 FS stimuli embedded in texts 1 and 2 were invited to procced to the treatment phase of 

the research. These 67 subjects were randomly assigned into 5 treatment groups of 13-14 

subjects (see also Table 1). Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) were conducted and found no 

statistically significant difference between the 5 groups in any of the variables measured prior 

to treatment. 

 

Table 3 DSE English exam results of the 67 subjects 

DSE English results 1 2 3 4 5 5* 5** Total 

Writing 1 2 30 24 9 1 0 67 

Reading 0 6 19 23 8 5 6 67 

Listening 1 6 26 23 6 3 2 67 

Speaking 1 4 11 36 9 6 0 67 

Overall 1 1 21 36 4 4 0 67 
 

5.5 Procedure 

Treatment was delivered at the university language laboratory one week after the pre-test. 

Depending on the group to which each subject was randomly assigned, treatments and tasks 

were administered individually by a customised version of the IdiomsTube interface. Subjects 

were told to just follow on-screen instructions (see Figures 19-22). The customised IdiomsTube 
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interface delivered all the tasks and surveys automatically and was able to time and record 

every mouse-click for subsequent data analysis. 

The three IdiomsTube automatically generated FS learning tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary 

lookups and cloze exercise) were delivered to subjects in the experimental groups in the same 

manner and sequence as in the natural setting of IdiomsTube. In other words, the glossary was 

presented first, followed by the dictionary lookups and the cloze exercise. The glossary and the 

cloze exercises were compulsory, which means that subjects in the experimental group were 

not allowed to proceed until they had completed the tasks. The subjects, however, had a choice 

whether they clicked the hyperlinks to lookup the meaning and usage of items in the glossary. 

As shown in   
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Table 1, the treatment was divided into two parts. Half of the experimental groups learned 

through video and then reading input, the remaining half learned through reading and then 

video input. At the end of each part, the subjects were surveyed regarding their performance 

(see Appendices 7 and 9 ). Immediately after the posttest, the subjects also completed the 

Vocabulary Size Test (VST) and an English-as-a-Foreign-Language habit survey (see 

Appendices 8 and 10). The data collection procedure took an hour to complete. 

To enable an experimentally robust assessment of the effectiveness of IdiomsTube, the 

treatment that the experimental group and the control group received were the same except that 

the former group was aided by the IdiomsTube automatically generated FS learning tasks and 

the latter group was unaided. In other words, subjects in the control group did not have access 

to the glossary, dictionary lookups nor the cloze exercise. Instead, they were asked to reflect 

on what words, grammar and usage points they learned by themselves from the texts 

immediately after viewing. To facilitate engagement in the tasks and learning from the texts, 

all subjects were required to watch the videos or read the passages twice. Between the two 

exposures, they were guided to summarise the texts in three bullet points. 

 

Figure 19 On-screen instructions for subjects before the video task 
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Figure 20 IdiomsTube customised interface—the video page. The page showed a glossary 
of noteworthy FSs and hyperlinks to corresponding dictionary entries. 

Figure 21 IdiomsTube customised interface—The reading page. The page showed a glossary 
of noteworthy FSs and hyperlinks to corresponding dictionary entries. 
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Figure 22 IdiomsTube customised interface—Automatically-generated cloze exercise. 
Learners may click the Hint button to return to the exact scene in which the noteworthy FS 
was used. The multiple-choice questions were auto-marked. 

6 Data analysis 

The data collection procedures generated three types of data, namely scores from the pre and 

posttests and the VST, records of subjects’ in-app behaviour (e.g. whether they have clicked 

the hyperlinks to dictionary entries or the hints given during the cloze exercises, the actual time 

spent on each task) and subjects’ responses to the surveys. 

The data were analysed quantitatively. To address research question one ‘Can L2 formulaic 

sequence (FS) acquisition from YouTube videos be enhanced by automatically-generated 

awareness-raising tasks (i.e. glossary, dictionary lookups and cloze)?”, an independent samples 

t-test was conducted with +/- IdiomsTube automatically generated tasks as the independent 

variable and gains in FS test scores as the dependent variable. In other words, the FS test scores 

of the experimental groups (A to D, n=54) were compared with the FS test scores of the control 

group (E, n=13). 

To address research question two ‘Which input mode (video or reading) is more conducive to 

L2 FS acquisition?’, a paired samples t-test was conducted with input mode (i.e. video or 
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reading) as the independent variable and gains in FS test scores as the dependent variable. In 

this analysis, gains in FS test scores from video input were compared within subject with gains 

in FS test scores from reading input. 

To address research question three ‘What factors affect the success of computer-assisted 

acquisition of L2 FS from YouTube videos’, logistic regression was conducted using the R 

package rms (version 5.1-3.1, Harrell, 2015) for R-3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019) to explore the 

extent to which three types of factors underlying successful learning of L2 FS learning, namely 

learner characteristics (e.g. English vocabulary size), learner in-app behaviour (e.g. whether 

the learner has clicked the hyperlink showing the definition of an L2 FS ) and task performance 

(e.g. time spent on task) explain FS learning from videos as a binary outcome variable. All the 

data from Groups A to E were included in the analysis. 

7 Results 

7.1.1 Research question 1: Do the IdiomsTube auto-generated activities facilitate L2 

formulaic sequence acquisition? 

Independent samples t-test results indicate IdiomsTube automatically generated activities 

facilitate significant gains in subjects’ L2 formulaic sequence knowledge (t=4.64, p<0.001). 

Aided by IdiomsTube’s automatically generated activities, the experimental groups have 

significantly greater gains in FS knowledge (mean=6.30, sd=2.65, n=54) than the control group 

(mean=1.15, sd=1.52,  n=13) whose learning was unaided by IdiomsTube’s automatically 

generated activities. Based on the formula 

 

Cohen's d = (M2 - M1) ⁄ SDpooled  where SDpooled = √((SD12 + SD22) ⁄ 2) 
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the effect size (Cohen’s d) is 1.10, which is large. This indicates that the IdiomsTube 

automatically generated activities have a large impact on L2 FS acquisition. 

7.1.2 Research question 2: Which input mode (video or reading) is more conducive to L2 FS 

acquisition? 

Paired samples t-test results (t=1.28, n.s.) indicate no statistical difference in the FS knowledge 

gains generated by video input (mean=3.30, sd=1.49, n=54) and reading input (mean=3, 

sd=1.66, n=54). The correlation between FS gains from video input and FS gains from reading 

input is 0.42. Based on the formula used by G*Power, the effect size is 0.176, which is small. 

Input mode has only a small impact on computer-assisted L2 FS acquisition. 

7.1.3 Research question 3: What factors affect the success of computer-assisted acquisition 

of L2 FS from YouTube videos 

Logistic regression was conducted using the package rms (version 5.1-3.1, Harrell, 2015) for 

R-3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019). This advanced statistical method allowed us to examine the 

factors underlying each individual case of FS learning by each subject. In this section, we 

included for analysis only cases which involve learning from video input and in which the 

answer in the FS knowledge pretest was incorrect. In the logistic regression, FS knowledge 

gain is the binary outcome variable. The variable is coded 1 when the answer in the FS 

knowledge posttest was correct and 0 when the answer in the FS knowledge posttest was 

incorrect. In the end, 359 observations were entered into the logistic regression analysis, of 

which 201 (56%) was coded 1 and 158 (46%) was coded 0. 

The best fitting model (likelihood ratio χ2 = 150.47, df = 5, p<0.0001; C=0.848, Somer’s Dxy = 

0.696; R2 = 0.459) is shown in   
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Table 4. The Table indicates that FS learning can be explained by 5 variables. The chance of 

FS learning increases when learners: 1) are aided by IdiomsTube automatically generated 

exercises, 2) have relatively higher vocabulary size, and 3) learn from video input in part 2, as 

opposed to part 1, of the treatment phase. The chance of FS learning decreases when learners: 

1) do not click the hyperlink showing the definition and usage of the FS, and 2) takes relatively 

longer to complete the FS knowledge posttest. 
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Table 4 The best-fitting logistic regression model of FS learning correct ~ 
withIdiomsTubeExercise + dictLookup + scale(VST) + scale(posttest.time) + taskOrder 

Estimate Standard
error z value Pr(>|Z|) 

Intercept -0.8999 0.4916 -1.83 0.0672 
withIdiomsTubeExercise=Yes 1.869 0.4155 4.5 <0.0001 *** 
dictLookup=No -1.1183 0.375 -2.98 0.0029 ** 
VST 0.3164 0.1399 2.26 0.0238 * 
posttest.time -0.505 0.1372 -3.68 0.0002 ** 
taskOrder=second 0.8956 0.2792 3.21 0.0013 ** 

Going further into the estimates shown in 
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Table 4, the best-fitting model indicates that 

• Having the IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises (versus not having the exercises)

increases the log odds of a correct posttest answer by 1.87. In other words, the probability

of a correct posttest answer is 87% for learners whose learning was aided by the IdiomsTube

automatically generated exercises.

• Not looking up the dictionary entry decreases the log odds of a correct posttest answer by

1.12. In other words, the probability of a correct posttest answer is 25% for learners who do

not look up the dictionary entry.

• For every one unit increase in vocabulary size (where one unit is 11.11 more points in the

VST as VST has been scaled and centred), the log odds of a correct posttest answer increases

by 0.32. In other words, the probability of a correct posttest answer is 58% for every 11.11

more points in the VST.

• For every one unit increase in time spent in the posttest (where one unit is 71.93 seconds as

posttest.time has been scaled and centred)), the log odds of a correct posttest answer

decreases by 0.51. In other words, the probability of a correct posttest answer is 38% for

every 71.93 seconds increase in time spent in the posttest.

• Learning from video input in part 2, as opposed to part 1, of the treatment phase increases

the log odds of a correct posttest answer by 0.90. In other words, the probability of a correct

posttest answer is 71% for learners who learn from the video input second.

8 Discussion 

8.1 Automatising support for L2 FS acquisition from YouTube videos 

The value of television for learning English as a foreign language has been attracting English 

teaching/learning experts since the 1980s (Allan, 1985; Candlin, Charles, & Willis, 1982; Lin, 
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2014; Lin & Siyanova, 2014; McGovern, 1983; Meinhof, 1998; Vanderplank, 1988, 1990, 

1994). As Vanderplank (1990) says, “no teacher, no classroom can provide the amount, the 

quality, the variety of language in interesting, meaningful, informative and often amusing 

contexts that television can” (p. 221). A survey of a one-hour episode of the British television 

drama Holby City (i.e. Series 15 Episode 23) by Lin and Siyanova-Chanturia (2014), for 

example, found that there are as many as 86 dialogues covering a variety of communicative 

purposes (e.g. showing concern and care, offering support and advice, asking for a favour, 

opinion exchanges, confrontation and peace-making) and interlocutor relationships (e.g. father 

and son, husband and wife, colleagues, boss and officer, doctor and patient). These television 

dialogues are often closer to natural authentic speech than the samples created by English-as-

a-Foreign-Language (EFL) textbooks or teachers (Al-surmi, 2012; Grant, 1996; Quaglio, 

2009). As Lin (2014) suggests, internet television is an excellent resource particularly for 

learning FSs in everyday spoken English. This is not only because it captures the most 

frequently used FSs in everyday spoken English, but also because the frequencies by which the 

FSs appear on internet television and in everyday spoken English are proportional. This means 

that extensive exposure to internet television can help learners tackle their weakness in judging 

specific FSs’ frequency of use (see also Foster, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2005; Paquot, 2008). 

Despite the pedagogical value of videos for L2 FS acquisition, support for learners who want 

to learn English through videos is severely limited. In the lack of empirical research on videos 

for L2 acquisition, neither researchers nor teachers know strategies that could facilitate 

effective self-directed learning from videos. Some teachers may design worksheets to try and 

guide students to learn from selected popular television series (the most notable example being 

Friends), songs and movies, but the supply of such worksheets is too small to offer learners 

any chance of learning systematically and routinely from videos outside the foreign language 

classroom. 
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In the age of the internet, social media websites (e.g. YouTube) and internet television (e.g. 

Netflix) offer learners unlimited access to authentic spoken input at the click of a button on the 

smartphone. Clearly, we have come a long way since the 1980s and 1990s when learners 

needed to go to independent language-learning centres to watch TV series and movies for 

learning English. This transition from VHS cassette tapes and satellite television to social 

media and internet television has brought tremendous new opportunities and challenges to the 

English language teaching profession, not least because of the sheer amount of videos 

published on the internet every day. On YouTube alone, 300 hours of new video content on 

average are shared every minute. When bombarded by the endless choices of English videos, 

EFL learners would look up to teachers for recommendations and guidance. Beyond a few 

general tips, it would be difficult for teachers to offer any learner-centred, constantly updated 

and personalised guidance on individual learner’s video choices and learning progress because 

this process demands far too much human resources. 

To solve the problem, we need to take advantage of advances in second language vocabulary 

research and natural language processing to create a tool capable of automatically generating 

meaningful vocabulary learning tasks and personalising learning support. Such automation not 

only ensures that learning activities are generated as soon new videos are uploaded to the 

internet, but it also exponentially increases the choice of videos through which learners may 

improve their EFL proficiency. Because of the limited choice of videos, learners may now 

engage in systematic, fully-guided and self-directed English learning outside the classroom on 

a daily basis. 

The launch of IdiomsTube in November 2018 is evidence that it is possible to automatically 

generate meaningful vocabulary learning tasks for English-captioned YouTube videos in bulk 

and turn those videos into invaluable English learning resources. As the experimental results 

show, the automatically generated learning tasks (i.e. the glossary, dictionary lookups and cloze 
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exercise) are effective for facilitating L2 FS acquisition from authentic YouTube videos. Aided 

by the automatically generated learning tasks, learners’ mean FS knowledge rose from 1.15 

out of 5 to 3.30 out of 5. This drastic increase by 2.15 is statistically significant (t=4.64, 

p<0.001) and has practical impact (Cohen’s d=2.38). 

8.2 Motivation to learn through videos 

Across the world, governments have been investing heavily in promoting extensive reading for 

self-directed English language learning. School pupils are given not only a wide range of 

graded readers, but also tailor-made activity cards designed to guide the reading experience. 

Underlying this high level of support for reading is the common belief that reading is the ideal 

medium for English learning (Ellis, 1995). The results of this experiment, however, have 

shown that video-viewing is as effective for L2 FS learning as reading. Guided by the same 

learning tasks (i.e. the glossary, dictionary lookup and cloze exercise), learners can learn 

equally well from video-viewing and reading (t=1.28, n.s., Cohen’s d=0.18). The mean FS 

knowledge gain from video-viewing was 3.30 out of 5, whereas the gain from reading was 3 

out of 5. 

While video-viewing and reading are equally effective, learners’ clear preference for learning 

through videos to learning through reading is another  reason why videos deserve to be more 

widely promoted as an effective resource for self-directed L2 English learning. In the end-of-

study surveys (see Appendices 8 and10), one of the questions asked learners to make forced-

choices between video and reading. The responses to this question were summarised in Table 

5. 

Table 5 Responses to a question requiring forced-choices between video and reading 

Between video and reading, which one Video Reading 
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- did you prefer for learning English idioms? 76% 24% 

- has helped you to learn idioms more effectively? 61% 39% 

- do you do more often in your free time (outside of this study)? 83% 17% 

- will you choose for improving your English proficiency in the future 69% 31% 

As shown in Table 5, there is a higher demand for videos than for reading among learners. The 

overwhelming majority of the learners (83%) claimed to watch videos more often in their free 

time, presumably because learners enjoy videos much more than reading. The majority of the 

respondents also preferred video input for learning English idioms (76%), would choose videos 

for improving their English proficiency in the future (69%), and believed that videos would 

help them learn idioms more effectively (61%). 
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Table 6 Responses to a question requiring learners to rate the extent to which they enjoyed 
each activity 

To what extent did you enjoy the activity? (5= Very much 1= None) Mean sd 
Seeing the list of idioms to learn before reading or the video 3.59 0.92 
Reading the dictionary definitions of idioms 3.63 0.85 
Watching the video 4.26 0.78 
Reading the passage 3.06 1 
Writing the short summary 2.67 0.85 
Doing fill-in-the-blanks 3.87 0.78 

In the same end-of-study survey, there is indeed another question about the extent to which 

learners (in the experimental groups) enjoyed each activity in the treatment phase (see Error! 

Reference source not found.), watching videos was rated as highest with a mean of 4.26 out 

of 5. Reading the passage, unsurprisingly, was rated the second lowest with a mean of 3.06 out 

of 5. The respondents preferred doing the fill-in-the-blanks (i.e. cloze) exercise, reading the 

dictionary definitions of idioms, reading the glossary than reading the passage. The 

respondents’ dispreference for reading is noteworthy considering the fact that these Hong Kong 

student respondents had been trained most vigorously in reading in English and had the highest 

scores in DSE reading (see Table 3). Our experimental evidence has shown that video and 

reading input generated the same extent of FS learning. If learners can be given the chance to 

learn English through videos, they will enjoy learning much more at no cost to learning 

effectiveness. Motivation is a well-known a key factor of success in learning a foreign 

language. 

8.3 Factors that affect the success of computer-assisted acquisition of L2 FS from YouTube 

videos 

The logistic regression results revealed the ways in which learner’s in-app choices, individual 

differences in language learning abilities, text factors and learning condition differences may 

affect success in computer-assisted L2 FS learning from YouTube videos. Five factors have 
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been found to significantly explain success in learning. The probability of FS learning increases 

when learners: 1) are aided by IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises, 2) have 

relatively higher vocabulary size, and 3) learn from video input in part 2, as opposed to part 1, 

of the treatment phase. The chance of FS learning decreases when learners: 1) do not click the 

hyperlink showing the definition and usage of the FS, and 2) takes relatively longer to complete 

the FS knowledge posttest. 

8.3.1 The importance of exercises that explicitly draw attention to noteworthy items in videos 

and the facilitative effect of dictionary lookup 

Of the 5 factors of success in L2 FS learning, having the IdiomsTube automatically generated 

exercises is the largest. The probability of a correct answer in the FS knowledge posttest is 

83% with the aid of the exercises. This finding corroborates with two other results in this study, 

namely the independent samples t-test results (see Section 7.1.1) which indicate that 

significantly larger gains in subjects in the experimental groups than in the subjects in the 

control group and the logistic regression results which indicate a low probability of a correct 

answer in the FS knowledge posttest if a learner has not looked up the dictionary entry of an 

FS. Looking up the dictionary entry of an FS is the second largest factor in L2 FS learning. 

That having the IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises is the largest factor in L2 FS 

learning highlights the necessity of explicit direction of learners’ attention to noteworthy items 

when engaging in independent L2 English learning from YouTube videos. Exposure to English 

videos alone is insufficient. Inviting learners to freely reflect on noteworthy English usage in 

the videos also has minimal effect. As shown in section 7.1.1, the mean gain in FS knowledge 

of the control group was merely 1.15 (out of 10), while that of the experimental groups was 

6.30. There are many studies investigating the role of glossing in the literature on English 
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reading comprehension. This study, however, is the first to provide empirical evidence 

supporting the role of glossing on English vocabulary acquisition from videos. 

8.3.2 Familiarity with the IdiomsTube interface, time to complete the posttest and vocabulary 

size as factors 

The order of task has been found to be the third largest factor in L2 FS learning. Gains in FS 

knowledge were higher when the video input was presented in part 2 as opposed to part 1 of 

the treatment. This finding is positive evidence that learners’ performance will improve as they 

become familiar with the control of the IdiomsTube interface. 

The remaining 2 factors that significantly explain FS learning are time to complete the FS 

knowledge posttest and vocabulary size. Learners who took longer to complete the FS 

knowledge posttest have a lower probability at a correct answer in the posttest probably 

because the longer duration indicates hesitation and difficulty with retrieving the newly formed 

memory of an FS. 

Vocabulary size is a well-known factor in L2 vocabulary learning. The largest the vocabulary 

size, the more able a learner is at successfully learning new vocabulary items. The present 

finding that learners’ Vocabulary Size Test (VST) score explains success in L2 FS learning is 

congruent with the literature on L2 vocabulary acquisition. 

9 Conclusion 

In the age of the internet, YouTube offers learners unlimited access to authentic spoken input 

at the click of a button. They can learn anytime and anywhere from videos on any topics they 

like (e.g. TEDtalks, documentaries, vlogs, music videos). This high level of flexibility and 

freedom explains why the concept of exploiting YouTube as an L2 English learning resource 

appeals greatly to today’s young learners. 
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This paper has presented the world’s first computer-assisted FS learning tool IdiomsTube and 

reported on the findings of an experiment conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the tool 

for facilitating formulaic language learning through viewing YouTube videos. The results 

indicate that learners had statistically significantly higher gains when their FS acquisition was 

aided by the IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises. The probability of a correct answer 

in the FS knowledge posttest is 87% when aided by the automatically generated exercises. The 

results also show that not looking up the dictionary entry statistically significantly decreases 

learners’ probability of learning, which again points towards the effectiveness of the 

dictionary-lookup, which is one of the IdiomsTube automatically generated exercises. 

In addition, the study compared video and reading as input for computer-assisted FS learning. 

All conditions held equal, there is no statistically significant difference in the amount of FS 

learning generated by video and reading input. While reading has long been chosen as the main 

activity for expanding the vocabulary of local English learners, the empirical evidence has 

opened a new avenue for choosing videos as an alternative strategy for building the vocabulary 

of the learners. As our survey results indicate, learners have long preferred videos as input over 

reading. 

Finally, the study has revealed the 5 factors which affect success in computer-assisted FS 

learning. These factors include learner characteristics (i.e. English vocabulary size), learner in-

app behaviour (i.e. whether the learner has clicked the hyperlink showing the definition of an 

L2 FS) and task participation (i.e. whether they were aided by automatically generated tasks, 

whether they did the video task second and the amount of time spent on the FS knowledge 

posttest). 
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Appendix 1. Video transcript (Text 1) 

It’s happened to the best of us: You’re in the middle of a long-awaited vacation only to realize 

you haven’t pooped in days. And when you do try to go, it’s just not happening. 

Congratulations! You are experiencing traveler’s constipation. It’s why I don’t go places. It’s 

the blockage some people feel while traveling, and it can be a very literal pain in the butt. 

Thankfully, there are at least some things you can do to avoid it. And if nothing else, you’re 

definitely not alone. And if you’d like to hear about one thing someone I know tried to do to 

avoid it, you can be a Patron on Patreon, where we just had a long little conversation about it. 

Traveler’s constipation is an all too familiar occurrence for some, but it might get under-

reported since most people aren’t super excited to talk about it. One 2008 study, published in 

the Journal Digestive Diseases and Sciences, found that 9% of 68 international travelers had 

developed it. Well, now I feel like I’m exceptional… But a 2003 study from the American 

Journal of Gastroenterology reported a much higher number: 38% of 65 subjects. It’s likely 

that the numbers vary from group to group, because like all kinds of constipation, traveler’s 

constipation has a bunch of potential causes. like traveling even a few towns away can lead to 

behavioral changes that affect regularity. For example, loading up on caffeine during the drive 

or having that extra alcoholic drink — or three — on the beach can lead to dehydration, which 

contributes to constipation. We also tend to eat more foods rich in carbs and fat while on 

holiday, and to sit a lot more. Physical activity helps stimulate gut movement, so plopping 

down in a car or plane for hours can cause your bowels to creep to a halt. Add in a little stress 

over making it to the airport or loading up the car on time, and you’ve got yourself a perfect 

recipe for blockage. Many cases of traveler’s constipation, though, are often associated with 

jet lag, which is why it might be reported in surveys by international travelers. Jet lag is caused 

by disrupting your circadian rhythm, or your body’s internal clock. When you travel across 

time zones, you can end up with a whole host of side effects including sleepiness, discomfort, 
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and — you guessed it — constipation. This all happens thanks to a structure in your brain called 

the suprachiasmatic nucleus, or SCN. It’s located in the hypothalamus, a little spot near the 

middle of your brain and sends out signals that maintain your sleep-wake cycle. The SCN is 

influenced by the hormone melatonin, and also by the levels of light you see. So if you travel 

and suddenly start sleeping at odd times or seeing daylight when your body thinks it should be 

dark, signals from the SCN get thrown out of whack. And voila, jet lag. Besides regulating 

your circadian rhythm, the SCN also sends signals throughout your body, including to neurons 

in your gastrointestinal tract. The SCN and GI tract actually trade signals back and forth all 

day to synchronize the timing of things like pooping. And when these messages get jumbled 

up by jet lag, your gut just kind of slows down until the SCN can get your body’s rhythm back 

on track. So if you’re having some trouble with your number two the next time you hit up 

Disney World or take an international flight, it’s okay. It happens, and it’s nothing to be 

embarrassed about. 

Appendix 2. Video transcript (Text 2) 

You might not know it to look at him, but this man has been called the biggest cheat in the 

history of the Olympic Games. Boris Onischenko, or Boris Dis-Onischenko as he soon became 

known, earned his place in the Olympics Hall Of Shame for some innovative skulduggery in 

Montreal in 1976. Onischenko's event was the modern pentathlon, an all-round test of an 

athlete's skills. Pentathletes ride horses and run gruelling cross-country, they shoot pistols, they 

swim, and step up, epee in hand, onto the fencing piste. But Onischenko added a sixth discipline 

all of his own - electronic engineering. And this bright spark from the Soviet Union nearly 

rewired the entire integrity of the Olympics. Onischenko was a popular member of the USSR's 

Modern Pentathlon team. He was well liked and well respected in a close-knit group. He won 

the team gold in Munich in 1972 and the individual silver twice. Here he is on the podium in 

1968, receiving a silver medal behind the Hungarians. But maybe he thought his powers were 
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on the wane. Away from prying eyes, Onischenko, or someone he knew, made a few 

modifications to the handle of his epee blade. All of a sudden, during a fencing contest against 

Britain's Adrian Parker, held at the Montreal University sports facility, Onischenko seemed to 

be a magician. Despite the Ukrainian's epee not quite touching the Briton's body, the electronic 

scoring mechanism recorded a hit. The British thought it was a malfunction until it happened 

again in another match. Onischenko, a military man himself, then faced Jim Fox, a 36-year-old 

sergeant in the British Army, and the same thing happened again. Onischenko lunged at Fox. 

Fox skilfully leapt out of the way, but the scoreboard lit up to record a hit. The Brits smelled a 

rat, but Fox would not be conned. The Britons again complained and the officials investigated. 

They seized Onischenko's epee and found a most curious device in its handle. Beneath a layer 

of leather, there was a button leading to a wiring system. Press the button and the sensors in 

the arena were told there'd been a hit. Onischenko had figured out a way to hit his opponents 

without touching them. Suffice to say, it was not in the rules. The punishment was immediate. 

Appeals fell on deaf ears. In disgrace, Onischenko was booted from the Games, reported to 

have stopped by his old rival Fox on the way out to say he was sorry. The British went on to 

take the gold medal. Back at the Olympic Village, the USSR volleyball team threatened to push 

Onischenko out of a window. They believed he'd brought shame on the entire nation. But some 

still say he was a victim himself of the win-at-all-costs Soviet regime. He went back to Kiev 

and was expelled from the Red Army. He got a personal dressing-down from the Soviet leader 

Leonid Brezhnev and a 500-rouble fine. Reports say he was last seen driving a taxi in the 

Ukrainian capital. Stories of strange wires sticking out of the side of his meter, however, cannot 

be confirmed. 

Appendix 3. Reading passage (Text 1) 

Constipation is a common complaint among people on vacation. Travellers often find 

themselves unable to poop in days. Such blockage could cause literal pain in the butt. 
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Despite its frequent occurrence, traveller’s constipation might get under-reported because 

people are generally not keen on talking about it. A 2008 study published in the Journal 

Digestive Diseases and Sciences found that 9 percent of 68 international travellers had 

developed the problem. In a 2003 study published by the American Journal of 

Gastroenterology, the number of cases is much higher: 38 percent of 65 subjects reported 

having experienced traveller’s constipation. 

The number of reported cases is likely to vary from group to group because, like all kinds of 

constipation, traveller’s constipation has a bunch of potential causes. Traveling even a few 

towns away can lead to behavioural changes that affect regularity. For example, loading up on 

caffeine during the drive or having extra alcoholic drinks on the beach can lead to dehydration, 

which contributes to constipation. While on holiday, people also tend to eat more foods rich in 

carbs and fat and to sit a lot more. Physical activity helps stimulate gut movement, so plopping 

down in a car or plane for hours can cause the bowels to creep to a halt. Factoring in the stress 

over making it to the airport or loading up the car on time, there we have a perfect recipe for 

blockage. 

Since traveller’s constipation is often associated with jet lag, many cases are reported by 

international travellers. Jet lag is caused when the body’s circadian rhythm—that is, internal 

clock—is disrupted. When people travel across time zones, they can end up with a whole host 

of side effects including sleepiness, discomfort, and constipation. This all happens thanks to a 

structure in the brain called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). The SCN is located in the 

hypothalamus, which is a little spot near the middle of the brain. The SCN sends out signals 

that maintain the body’s sleep-wake cycle. This process is influenced by the hormone 

melatonin as well as by the levels of light people see. When people travel and suddenly start 

sleeping at odd times or seeing daylight when the body thinks it should be dark, signals from 

the SCN get thrown out of whack. The result is jet lag. Besides regulating the circadian rhythm, 
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the SCN also sends signals throughout the human body, including to neurons in the 

gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The SCN and GI tract actually trade signals back and forth all day 

to synchronize the timing of things like pooping. When these messages get jumbled up by jet 

lag, the gut just slows down until the SCN can get the body’s rhythm back on track. 

Traveller’s constipation is an all too familiar occurrence for some people. It happens to the best 

of us. It is nothing to be embarrassed about. 

Appendix 4. Reading passage (Text 2) 

The biggest cheat in the history of the Olympic Games involves Boris Onischenko in Montreal 

in 1976. Boris Onischenko, or Boris Dis-Onischenko as he soon became known, took part in 

the modern pentathlon, which is an all-round test of an athlete's skills. Pentathletes ride horses, 

run gruelling cross-country, shoot pistols, swim and step up, epee in hand, onto the fencing 

piste. However, Onischenko added a sixth discipline all of his own - electronic engineering. 

This bright spark from the Soviet Union nearly rewired the entire integrity of the Olympics. 

Onischenko from Ukraine was a popular member of the USSR’s Modern Pentathlon team. He 

was well liked and well respected in a close-knit group. He won the team silver in 1968 behind 

the Hungarians, the team gold in Munich in 1972 and the individual silver twice. Perhaps 

Onischenko thought that his powers were on the wane. Away from prying eyes, Onischenko, 

or someone he knew, made a few modifications to the handle of his epee blade. During a 

fencing contest against Britain's Adrian Parker held at the Montreal University sports facility, 

Onischenko seemed to be a magician. Despite his epee not quite touching the Briton's body, 

the electronic scoring mechanism recorded a hit. 

The British thought it was a malfunction until it happened again in another match against Jim 

Fox, a 36-year-old sergeant in the British Army. Onischenko, also a military man, lunged at 

Fox. Fox skilfully leapt out of the way, but the scoreboard lit up to record a hit. The Brits 
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smelled a rat, but Fox would not be conned. The Britons complained again and the officials 

investigated. When they seized Onischenko's epee, they found a most curious device in its 

handle. Beneath a layer of leather, there was a button leading to a wiring system. Pressing the 

button would cause the sensors in the arena to record a hit. Onischenko had figured out a way 

to hit his opponents without touching them. Suffice to say, it was not in the rules. 

The punishment was immediate. Appeals fell on deaf ears. In disgrace, Onischenko was booted 

from the Games. He was reported to have stopped by his old rival Fox on the way out to say 

he was sorry. The British went on to take the gold medal. Back at the Olympic Village, the 

USSR volleyball team threatened to push Onischenko out of a window. They believed that he 

had brought shame on the entire nation. However, some people still say Onischenko was a 

victim himself of the win-at-all-costs Soviet regime. 

When Onischenko went back to Kiev, he was expelled from the Red Army. He got a personal 

dressing-down from the Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev and a 500-rouble fine. Reports say he 

was last seen driving a taxi in the Ukrainian capital. Stories of strange wires sticking out of the 

side of his meter, however, cannot be confirmed. 
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Appendix 5. L2 FS knowledge pretest and posttest paper 

Instruction: You will be given 20 multiple-choice questions. Answer the questions based on 
what you know. 

For the sake of accuracy of the data, it is important that you: 

- DO NOT try to find answers on the internet 
- DO NOT GUESS the answer. If you do not know, just choose “I don’t know”. You 

will lose 1 mark for every wrong guess. (Please please resist the temptation to make 
guesses) 

The task should take 5 minutes. If you cannot spare 5 minutes now to finish the task in one 
go, please come back later today. 

1. To "have a champagne taste on a
beer budget" means to:

a) buy fake luxury items
b) consume expired food or beverages
c) like expensive items that one

cannot afford
d) get expensive things with a

discount
e) I don't know.

2. "dressing-down" is an act of:
a) speaking angrily to someone

because s/he has done wrong
b) disclosing one's sexual preferences

in front of other people
c) getting changed into casual clothes
d) relaxing oneself after a day's hard

work
e) I don't know.

3. To "talk the talk, walk the
walk" means to:

a) be unable to reach an agreement
b) order someone to follow a set of

strict rules
c) act in a way that matches with the

things that you say
d) take action despite difficulties
e) I don't know.

4. To be "out of whack" means
something is:

a) not enough

b) not important
c) not worth a lot of money
d) not working properly
e) I don't know.

5. To "press someone's
buttons" means to:

a) seek someone's attention
b) do things that trigger emotional

reactions in other people
c) attack someone's weaknesses
d) force other people to agreement
e) I don't know.

6. To be "run-of-the-mill" means to:
a) be ordinary
b) be easily scared
c) be motivated
d) be able to react quickly
e) I don't know.

7. To "fall on deaf ears" means:
a) no one answers one's phone call
b) no one accepts one's offer of help
c) no one listens to one's suggestions

or requests
d) no one believes in a story that one

tells
e) I don't know.

8. To "smell a rat" means to:
a) find new evidence about a mystery
b) discover hidden secrets
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c) be conscious of risks and danger
d) suspect that something dishonest is

happening
e) I don't know.

9. To "load up on something" means
to:

a) make something happen
b) gather or store a lot of something
c) recall a past memory
d) keep something in mind
e) I don't know.

10. To "creep to a halt" means:
a) someone is so nervous that s/he

feels sick
b) someone is so exhausted that s/he

falls asleep
c) something is moving slowly until it

stops
d) something is heated up until it boils
e) I don't know.

11. To be "full of hot air" means to:
a) talk quickly without stopping
b) talk a lot without saying anything

of value
c) gossip a lot about other people
d) speak loudly and angrily about

unpleasant experiences
e) I don't know.

12. It is "a recipe for
something" means it is:

a) a situation or method that is likely
to result in something

b) a solution that should be able to
solve a complicated issue

c) a set of actions that can be taken to
deal with a problem

d) a standard and official way of
doing something

e) I don't know.

13. To "take the bull by the
horns" means to:

a) earn a lot of money in a short
period of time

b) criticise other people
c) lead a group of people effectively

d) deal confidently with a difficult
problem

e) I don't know.

14. To "have a chip on your
shoulder" means you feel:

a) angry because you think you have
been treated unfairly

b) like you have forgotten to do
something

c) no pressure even in difficult
situations

d) anxious about speaking in front of
other people

e) I don't know.

15. We say "it happens to the best of
us" when:

a) someone experiences an inevitable
change in life

b) someone experiences something
bad or unlucky

c) someone faces a risky situation
d) someone feels very tired after a

long day
e) I don't know.

16. To be "away from prying
eyes" means to:

a) avoid attention
b) be free from responsibilities
c) run away from challenges or

criticisms
d) run away from prison, hospitals or

similar institutions
e) I don't know.

17. To "see someone eye to
eye" means to:

a) have similar hobbies
b) be honest with each other
c) agree with each other
d) be in a romantic relationship with

someone
e) I don't know.

18. To "have the last laugh" means to:
a) live a life without any regrets
b) force a fake laugh at someone's

joke
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c) think back to one's happiest
memories

d) succeed after being doubted by
other people

e) I don't know.

19. To be "on the wane" means to:
a) remain unchanged
b) rise and fall rapidly
c) become stronger or more
d) become weaker or less
e) I don't know.

a) We say "don't sweat the small
stuff" to encourage people not to:

b) always put other people's needs first
c) worry about unimportant things
d) be careless at work
e) fight over limited resources
f) I don't know.
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Appendix 6. Vocabulary size test (VST) paper 

First 1000 

1. SEE: They saw it.
a. 切

b. 等待

c. 看

d. 開始

2. TIME: They have a lot of time.
a. 錢

b. 食物

c. 時間

d. 朋友

3. PERIOD: It was a difficult period.
a. 問題

b. 時期

c. 要做的事情

d. 書

4. FIGURE: Is this the right figure?
a. 答案

b. 地方

c. 時間

d. 數目

5. POOR: We are poor.
a. 貧窮的

b. 幸福的

c. 很感興趣的

d. 懶惰的

6. DRIVE: He drives fast.
a. 游泳

b. 學習

c. 扔球

d. 開車

7. JUMP: She tried to jump.
a. 浮在水面

b. 跳起

c. 泊車

d. 跑動

8. SHOE: Where is your shoe?
a. 照顧者

b. 錢包

c. 筆

d. 鞋子

9. STANDARD: Her standards are
very high.
a. 鞋踭

b. 分數

c. 開價

d. 標準

10. BASIS: I don't understand the
basis. 

a. 答案

b. 休憩處

c. 進程

d. 基礎

Second 1000 
1. MAINTAIN: Can they maintain
it? 

a. 維持

b. 擴大

c. 改善

d. 得到

2. STONE: He sat on a stone.
a. 石頭

b. 椅子

c. 地墊

d. 樹的某部分

3. UPSET: I am upset.
a. 疲倦的

b. 著名的

c. 富足的

d. 不高興的

4. DRAWER: The drawer was
empty. 

a. 抽屜

b. 車庫

c. 冰箱

d. 籠物屋

5. PATIENCE: He has no patience.
a. 耐性

b. 忙碌

c. 信心

d. 公義
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6. NIL: His mark for that question
was nil.
a. 很差的

b. 一點也沒有的

c. 很好的

d. 中等的

7. PUB: They went to the pub.
a. 酒吧

b. 銀行

c. 商場

d. 游泳池

8. CIRCLE: Make a circle.
a. 草圖

b. 空白

c. 圓圈

d. 大洞

9. MICROPHONE: Please use the
microphone.
a. 微波爐

b. 麥克風

c. 放大鏡

d. 手機

10. PRO: He's a pro.
a. 偵探

b. 傻瓜

c. 記者

d. 達人

Third 1000 
1. SOLDIER: He is a soldier.

a. 商人

b. 學生

c. 鐵匠

d. 士兵

2. RESTORE: It has been restored.
a. 重申

b. 轉讓

c. 減價

d. 修復

3. JUG: He was holding a jug.
a. 貯水罐

b. 閒聊

c. 帽子

d. 武器

4. SCRUB: He is scrubbing it.
a. 𠝹

b. 修理

c. 刷洗

d. 描繪

5. DINOSAUR: The children were
pretending to be dinosaurs.
a. 海盜

b. 仙子

c. 噴火龍

d. 恐龍

6. STRAP: He broke the strap.
a. 諾言

b. 蓋子

c. 盤子

d. 索帶

7. PAVE: It was paved.
a. 堵塞

b. 分開

c. 鑲金邊

d. 鋪路

8. DASH: They dashed over it.
a. 迅速移動

b. 緩慢移動

c. 打鬥

d. 速望

9. ROVE: He couldn't stop roving.
a. 喝醉

b. 浪跡天涯

c. 吹口哨

d. 努力工作

10  LONESOME: He felt lonesome. 
a. 忘恩的

b. 疲倦的

c. 孤寂

d. 精力充沛的

Fourth 1000 
1. COMPOUND: They made a new

compound.
a. 協議
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b. 複合物

c. 公司

d. 推測

2. LATTER: I agree with the latter.
a. 牧師

b. 理由

c. 後者

d. 答案

3. CANDID: Please be candid.
a. 小心的

b. 同情的

c. 公平的

d. 直率的

4. TUMMY: Look at my tummy.
a. 頭巾

b. 肚子

c. 松鼠

d. 拇指

5. QUIZ: We made a quiz.
a. 箭袋

b. 錯誤

c. 測驗

d. 鳥巢

6. INPUT: We need more input.
a. 輸入

b. 工人

c. 填料

d. 錢

7. CRAB: Do you like crabs?
a. 蟹

b. 薄餅

c. 衣領

d. 幡蟀

8. VOCABULARY: You will need
more vocabulary.
a. 詞匯

b. 技巧

c. 錢

d. 槍

9. REMEDY: We found a good
remedy.

a. 解決辦法

b. 餐廳

c. 烹調方法

d. 數式

10. ALLEGE: They alleged it.
a. 聲稱

b. 剽竊

c. 證明

d. 反駁

Fifth 1000 
1. DEFICIT: The company had a

large deficit. 
a. 赤字

b. 貶值

c. 財政預算

d. 存款

2. WEEP: He wept.
a. 畢業

b. 哭

c. 死

d. 擔心

3. NUN: We saw a nun.
a. 蚯蚓

b. 事故

c. 修女

d. 流星

4. HAUNT: The house is haunted.
a. 充滿了裝飾物

b. 已出租

c. 空的

d. 鬧鬼

5. COMPOST: We need some
compost.
a. 支持

b. 扶持

c. 混凝土

d. 培養土

6. CUBE: I need one more cube.
a. 大頭針

b. 立方體

c. 馬克杯

d. 卡片
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7. MINIATURE: It is a miniature.
a. 縮小模型

b. 顯微鏡

c. 微生物

d. 潦草字

8. PEEL: Shall I peel it?
a. 浸泡

b. 削皮

c. 漂白

d. 切成薄片

9. FRACTURE: They found a
fracture.
a. 斷裂

b. 碎片

c. 短外套

d. 稀有的寶石

10. BACTERIUM: They didn't find a
single bacterium.
a. 細菌

b. 開花植物

c. 駱駝

d. 贓物

Sixth 1000 
1. DEVIOUS: Your plans are
devious. 

a. 奸詐的

b. 周詳的

c. 草率的

d. 揮霍的

2. PREMIER: The premier spoke for
an hour.
a. 律師

b. 講師

c. 冒險家

d. 總理

3. BUTLER: They have a butler.
a. 管家

b. 電鋸

c. 家庭教師

d. 地窖

4. ACCESSORY: They gave us some
accessories.

a. 簽證

b. 官方指令

c. 選擇

d. 額外零件

5. THRESHOLD: They raised the
threshold.
a. 旗子

b. 門檻

c. 天花板

d. 利息

6. THESIS: She has completed her
thesis.
a. 論文

b. 判詞

c. 實習期

d. 治療

7. STRANGLE: He strangled her.
a. 掐死

b. 寵壞

c. 綁架

d. 讚美

8. CAVALIER: He treated her in a
cavalier manner.
a. 漫不經心的

b. 禮貌的

c. 奇怪的

d. 兄長的

9. MALIGN: His malign influence is
still felt.
a. 邪惡的

b. 好的

c. 非常重要的

d. 秘密的

10. VEER: The car veered.
a. 突然改變方向

b. 劇烈晃動

c. 發出巨響

d. 飄移

Seventh 1000 
1. OLIVE: We bought olives.

a. 橄欖

b. 康乃馨
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c. 男裝泳衣

d. 除草工具

2. QUILT: They made a quilt.
a. 遺囑

b. 合同

c. 被子

d. 羽毛筆

3. STEALTH: They did it by stealth.
a. 耗費巨資

b. 脅迫

c. 悄悄的行動

d. 粗枝大葉

4. SHUDDER: The boy shuddered.
a. 低聲細語

b. 差點摔倒

c. 發抖

d. 叫喊

5. BRISTLE: The bristles are too
hard. 

a. 問題

b. 短硬毛

c. 摺牀

d. 鞋底

6. BLOC: They have joined this bloc.
a. 樂隊

b. 小偷幫

c. 先遣部隊

d. 集團

7. DEMOGRAPHY: This book is
about demography.
a. 土地使用模式

b. 資訊圖表

c. 流體學

d. 人口統計學

8. GIMMICK: That's a good
gimmick. 

a. 高空工作台

b. 錢包

c. 噱頭

d. 把戲

9. AZALEA: This azalea is very
pretty.
a. 杜鵑花

b. 紡織品

c. 印度頭巾

d. 扇貝

10. YOGHURT: This yoghurt is
disgusting.
a. 淤泥

b. 傷口

c. 乳酪

d. 山竹

Eighth 1000 
1. ERRATIC: He was erratic.

a. 完美的

b. 很壞的

c. 很有禮貌的

d. 不穩定的

2. PALETTE: He lost his palette.
a. 籃子

b. 胃口

c. 女伴

d. 調色板

3. NULL: His influence was null.
a. 有成效的

b. 幫倒忙的

c. 無影響的

d. 持久的

4. KINDERGARTEN: This is a good
kindergarten.
a. 娛樂

b. 幼兒園

c. 背包

d. 圖書館

5. ECLIPSE: There was an eclipse.
a. 颶風

b. 浪濤聲

c. 大屠殺

d. 日蝕

6. MARROW: This is the marrow.
a. 吉祥物

b. 骨髓
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c. 操縱桿

d. 加薪

7. LOCUST: There were hundreds of
locusts.
a. 蝗蟲

b. 志願者

c. 素食者

d. 野花

8. AUTHENTIC: It is authentic.
a. 真實的

b. 嘈吵的

c. 舊的

d. 乾旱的

9. CABARET: We saw the cabaret.
a. 壁畫

b. 跳唱表演

c. 爬蟲

d. 美人魚

10. MUMBLE: He started to mumble.
a. 沉思

b. 顫抖

c. 落后於人

d. 喃喃自語

Ninth 1000 
1. HALLMARK: Does it have a

hallmark?
a. 使用期限標記

b. 品質標記

c. 皇室標記

d. 禁止複制標記

2. PURITAN: He is a puritan.
a. 喜歡被人注意的人

b. 清教徒

c. 流浪者

d. 守財奴

3. MONOLOGUE: Now he has a
monologue.
a. 單眼鏡

b. 獨白

c. 專制統治

d. 字畫

4. WEIR: We looked at the weir.
a. 行為古怪的人

b. 紅樹林

c. 銅管樂器

d. 堤壩

5. WHIM: He had lots of whims.
a. 古老金幣

b. 䧳馬

c. 奇異想法

d. 腫塊

6. PERTURB: I was perturbed.
a. 被迫同意的

b. 憂慮的

c. 困惑的

d. 濕透的

7. REGENT: They chose a regent.
a. 不負責任的人

b. 暫委主席

c. 攝政者

d. 代表

8. OCTOPUS: They saw an octopus.
a. 貓頭鷹

b. 潛水艇

c. 直升機

d. 章魚

9. FEN: The story is set in the fens.
a. 沼澤

b. 山地

c. 貧民窟

d. 很久以前

10. LINTEL: He painted the lintel.
a. 門樑

b. 渡船

c. 大樹

d. 佈景板

Tenth 1000 
1. AWE: They looked at the mountain

with awe.
a. 擔心

b. 興趣

c. 驚奇

d. 尊重
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2. PEASANTRY: He did a lot for the
peasantry.
a. 本地人

b. 寺廟

c. 俱樂部

d. 農民

3. EGALITARIAN: This
organization is very egalitarian.
a. 封閉的

b. 守舊的

c. 好興訟的

d. 平等主義的

4. MYSTIQUE: He has lost his
mystique.
a. 健康身體

b. 魅力

c. 情人

d. 鬍子

5. upbeat: I'm feeling really upbeat
about it.
a. 苦惱的

b. 樂觀的

c. 受傷害的

d. 混亂的

6. CRANNY: We found it in the
cranny!
a. 雜貨攤

b. 裂縫

c. 閣樓

d. 大木箱

7. PIGTAIL: Does she have a pigtail?
a. 辮子

b. 裙尾

c. 櫻花

d. 情人

8. CROWBAR: He used a crowbar.
a. 撬箱鐵枝

b. 假名

c. 錐子

d. 輕的金屬拐杖

9. RUCK: He got hurt in the ruck.

a. 盆骨

b. 推撞

c. 球員並列爭球

d. 在雪地上奔跑

10. LECTERN: He stood at the
lectern. 

a. 講台

b. 聖餐桌

c. 酒吧

d. 邊緣

Eleventh 1000 
1. EXCRETE: This was excreted

recently.
a. 排出

b. 澄清

c. 發現

d. 被界定違法

2. MUSSEL: They bought mussels.
a. 玻璃彈珠

b. 青口

c. 山竹

d. 餐巾

3. YOGA: She has started yoga.
a. 繩結飾物

b. 瑜伽

c. 羽毛球

d. 東方舞蹈

4. COUNTERCLAIM: They made a
counterclaim.
a. 訴訟中的反訴

b. 商店退貨

c. 公司合作

d. 被子

5. PUMA: They saw a puma.
a. 由泥磚建成的小房子

b. 熱帶地區樹木

c. 颶風

d. 美洲獅

6. PALLOR: His pallor caused them
concern.
a. 高體溫

b. 對世事失興趣

c. 朋友圈
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d. 蒼白的皮膚

7. APERITIF: She had an aperitif.
a. 躺椅

b. 家庭歌唱教師

c. 帶羽毛的大帽子

d. 開胃酒

8. HUTCH: Please clean the hutch.
a. 瀘網

b. 車尾箱

c. 單車輪軸

d. 兔籠

9. EMIR: We saw the emir.
a. 長尾的鳥

b. 奶媽

c. 中東猶長

d. 冰屋

10. HESSIAN: She bought some
hessian.
a. 光澤油亮略呈粉紅色油魚

b. 興奮劑

c. 粗麻布

d. 調味料

Twelfth 1000 
1. HAZE: We looked through the
haze. 

a. 船窗

b. 霧氣

c. 窗簾

d. 名單

2. SPLEEN: His spleen was
damaged. 

a. 膝蓋骨

b. 脾臟

c. 污水管

d. 自尊

3. SOLILOQUY: That was an
excellent soliloquy!
a. 六重唱曲目

b. 格言

c. 表演

d. 自白

4. REPTILE: She looked at the
reptile. 

a. 手稿

b. 爬蟲類動物

c. 上門銷售員

d. 水粉畫

5. ALUM: This contains alum.
a. 毒素

b. 人造面料

c. 鼻煙

d. 白礬

6. REFECTORY: We met in the
refectory.
a. 食堂

b. 簽署法律文件的辦公室

c. 宿舍

d. 溫室

7. CAFFEINE: This contains a lot of
caffeine.
a. —種讓人瞌睡的物質
b. 由堅韌樹葉織成的線狀物

c. 錯誤的觀點

d. 令人興奮的物質

8. IMPALE: He nearly got impaled.
a. 控告

b. 監禁

c. 被尖物刺穿

d. 陷入爭論之中

9. COVEN: She is the leader of a
coven.
a. 合唱隊

b. 合作社

c. 秘密組織

d. 女巫組織

10. TRILL: He practised the trill.
a. 顫音

b. 弦樂器

c. 投球

d. 舞步

Thirteenth 1000 
1. UBIQUITOUS: Many weeds are

ubiquitous. 
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a. 很難鏟除的

b. 粗壯的

c. 無處不在的

d. 在冬天枯竭的

2. TALON: Just look at those talons!
a. 山頂

b. 爪

c. 保護衣

d. 笨蛋

3. ROUBLE: He had a lot of roubles.
a. 紅寶石

b. 親戚

c. 俄羅斯貨幣

d. 內心糾結

4. JOVIAL: He was very jovial.
a. 社會地位低的

b. 總愛批評人的

c. 幽默的

d. 友善快活的

5. COMMUNIQUE: I saw their
communique.
a. 機構審計報告

b. 公眾花園

c. 傳單

d. 新聞稿

6. PLANKTON: We saw a lot of
plankton.
a. 有毒雜草

b. 浮游生物

c. 堅硬木質的樹木

d. 泥濘

7. SKYLARK: We watched a
skylark. 

a. 飛行表演

b. 人造衛星

c. 魔術師

d. 雲雀

8. BEAGLE: He owns two beagles.
a. 開蓬跑車

b. 機關槍

c. 小獵犬

d. 度假屋

9. ATOLL: The atoll was beautiful.
a. 環狀珊瑚島

b. 織錦

c. 小皇冠頭飾

d. 溪澗

10. DIDACTIC: The story is very
didactic.
a. 說教的

b. 難以置信的

c. 新奇刺激的

d. 虛玄的

Fourteenth 1000 
1. CANONICAL: These are

canonical examples. 
a. 打破常規的

b. 來自經典的

c. 廣泛接納的

d. 新發現的

2. ATOP: He was atop the hill.
a. 在...腳下
b. 在...頂部
c. 在這邊

d. 在遠處

3. MARSUPIAL: It is a marsupial.
a. 長有堅硬腳的動物

b. 多年生植物

c. 太陽花

d. 袋鼠類動物

4. AUGUR: It augured well.
a. 預示

b. 合乎預期

c. 顏色相襯的

d. 清脆動聽的響聲

5. BAWDY: It was very bawdy.
a. 難以預料的

b. 令人愉快的

c. 急促的

d. 粗魯的

6. GAUCHE: He was gauche.
a. 健談的

b. 靈活的

c. 不善交際的
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d. 粗魯的

7. THESAURUS: She used a
thesaurus.
a. 字典的一種

b. 化合物的一種

c. 一種特殊的說話方式

d. 皮下注射

8. ERYTHROCYTE: It is an
erythrocyte.
a. 止痛藥

b. 紅血球

c. 金屬的一種

d. 鯨類動物

9. CORDILLERA: They were
stopped by the cordillera.
a. 特殊的法律

b. 裝備武器的船隻

c. 山脈

d. 國王的長子

10. LIMPID: He looked into her
limpid eyes.
a. 清澈明亮的

b. 濕潤的

c. 深棕色的

d. 美麗的
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Appendix 7. End-of-part survey for the experimental groups 

1. If you have a choice would you have chosen this passage to read for learning English?
2. If you have a choice would you have chosen this passage to read for leisure?
3. On a scale of 1-5 how much did you enjoy learning idioms from the reading passage? (5=

Very much 1= None)
4. Tell us what you like about learning idioms from a reading passage.
5. Did you encounter any difficulties when learning idioms from the reading passage? What

are these difficulties?
6. If you have a choice would you have chosen this video to watch for learning English?
7. If you have a choice would you have chosen this video to watch for leisure?
8. Did you use the control buttons of the video player to adjust playback? If yes what did you

do?
9. On a scale of 1-5 how much did you enjoy learning idioms from the video? (5= Very much

1= None)
10. Tell us what you like about learning idioms from a video.
11. Did you encounter any difficulties when learning idioms from the video? What are these

difficulties?
a. What do we need to change to help you learn idioms better from the video?

Appendix 8. End-of-study survey questions for the experimental groups 

1. Between video and reading which task

• 1a. did you prefer for learning English idioms?
• 1b. has helped you to learn idioms more effectively?
• 1c. do you do more often in your free time (outside of this study)?
• 1d. will you choose for improving your English proficiency in the future

2. To what extent did you enjoy the activity? (5= Very much 1= None)

• 2a. Seeing the list of idioms to learn before reading or the video
• 2b. Reading the dictionary definitions of idioms
• 2c. Watching the video
• 2d. Reading the passage
• 2e. Writing the short summary
• 2f. Doing fill-in-the-blanks

3. To what extent has the activity facilitated your comprehension of the video/reading
passage (5= Very much 1= None) 

• 3a. Seeing the list of idioms to learn before reading or the video
• 3b. Reading the dictionary definitions of idioms
• 3c. Writing the short summary
• 3d. Doing fill-in-the-blanks
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4. To what extent has the activity facilitated your learning of English idioms (5= Very much
1= None) 

• 4a. Seeing the list of idioms to learn before reading or the video
• 4b. Reading the dictionary definitions of idioms
• 4c. Watching the video
• 4d. Reading the passage
• 4e. Writing the short summary
• 4f. Doing fill-in-the-blanks

5. How difficult has the activity been for you (5= Very difficult 1= Very easy)

• 5a. Seeing the list of idioms to learn before reading or the video
• 5b. Reading the dictionary definitions of idioms
• 5c. Watching the video
• 5d. Reading the passage
• 5e. Writing the short summary
• 5f. Doing fill-in-the-blanks

6. How would you rate your competence in English?

• 6a. Reading
• 6b. Writing
• 6c. Listening
• 6d. Speaking
• 6e. Vocabulary

7. How often do you take part in the following activity(s) for the purpose of improving your
English? 

• 7a. Attending extra English tutorials outside school
• 7b. Reading in English (novels stories magazines etc)
• 7c. Watching English movies
• 7d. Watching English videos (on TV the internet etc)
• 7e. Listening to English songs
• 7f. Making friends with native speakers of English
• 7g. Keeping an English vocabulary notebook
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Appendix 9. End-of-part-survey for the control group 

1. If you have a choice would you have chosen this video to watch for learning English?
2. If you have a choice would you have chosen this video to watch for leisure?
3. Did you use the control buttons of the video player to adjust playback? If yes what did you

do?
4. On a scale of 1-5 how much did you enjoy learning idioms from the video? (5= Very much

1= None)
5. Tell us what you like about learning idioms from a video.
6. Did you encounter any difficulties when learning idioms from the video? What are these

difficulties?
7. What do we need to change to help you learn idioms better from the video?

Appendix 10. End-of-study survey for the control group 

1. On a scale of 1-5 how much did you enjoy learning idioms from the videos? Why? (5=
Very much 1= None)

2. Tell us what you like about learning idioms from the videos.
3. Did you encounter any difficulties when learning idioms from the videos? What are these

difficulties?
4. To what extent did you enjoy the activity? (5= Very much 1= None)

• 4a. Watching the videos
• 4b. Writing the short summaries
• 4c. Reflecting on what you learned from each video

5. To what extent has the activity facilitated your comprehension of the video (5= Very much
1= None)
• 5a. Writing the short summaries
• 5b. Reflecting on what you learned from each video

6. To what extent has the activity facilitated your learning of English idioms (5= Very much
1= None)
• 6a. Watching the videos
• 6b. Writing the short summaries
• 6c. Reflecting on what you learned from each video

7. How difficult has the activity been for you (5= Very difficult 1= Very easy)
• 7a. Watching the videos
• 7b. Writing the short summaries
• 7c. Reflecting on what you learned from each video

8. What do we need to change to help you learn idioms better from the videos?
9. In this study you learned idioms through watching videos. However if you were given a

choice to learn idioms through watching videos or reading which option
• 9a. would have been more difficult for you?
• 9b. would you enjoy more?
• 9c. would you prefer for learning English idioms?
• 9d. would help you to learn idioms more effectively?
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• 9e. do you do more often in your free time (outside of this study)?
• 9f. will you choose for improving your English proficiency in the future
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